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Passenger has been buying coffee from Jeovany Rivera, an ambitious producer from El Cielito, Santa Barbara for 
four years, and this lot from his 2018 harvest exhibits many of the qualities that we most enjoy in coffees of this 
remarkable region. Over the last decade, Santa Barbara has become internationally recognized as the source of 
many of the finest coffees produced in Honduras, a reputation that is well deserved and represents an amazing 
achievement considering how difficult it can be to grow and effectively process coffee in this unique place. 
Producers working on high altitude farms in this area, in close proximity to the jungle, face the challenge of very 
cool temperatures, freezing fog, and frequent rain, that in extreme cases can halt the healthy maturation of 
coffee cherries and make it very difficult to properly dry coffee after harvest. But these challenges also contrib-
ute to the profound sweetness and delicate complexity of the best Santa Barbara coffees, flavor qualities that 
can be directly attributed to slow cherry maturation that the cool, foggy climate encourages. 

In the years since Passenger’s green buying team first met Jeovany and purchased some of his coffee, he has 
reinvested in his farm, buying more land and building covered facilities to more effectively dry his coffee. In the 
cool, rainy climate of Santa Barbara, it is predictably challenging for producers to effectively dry their coffee 
slowly while avoiding the development of mold or bacterial growth that negatively impacts the integrity and 
flavor of the coffee. Jeovany’s investment in covered, raised beds made a significant and positive impact on the 
quality of his coffee in 2016, and this selection from his 2018 harvest, a blend of the pacas and bourbon variet-
ies is another lovely representation of his commitment and hard work.

Classic Santa Barbara aromatics of citrus, baking spices, and tropical fruit introduce an 
immaculately balanced cup exhibiting flavors of citrus, pineapple, and brown sugar with 
a refreshing black tea quality on the finish.

IN THE CUP

Passenger has been buying coffee from Jeovany Rivera, an ambitious producer in 
Santa Barbara, Honduras for the past four years. This refined coffee, a blend of pacas 
and bourbon from the 2018 harvest that has been immaculately preserved in deep 
freeze storage since its arrival, demonstrates the positive results of Jeovany’s hard 
work and investment in better drying facilities on his farm. 
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